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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Gerónimo Huertas has contributed to the dictionary with 20 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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anfisbena
According to Jorge Luis Borges, is a snake with two heads, one in its place and the other in the tail, its name, according
to him, is derived from the Greek and means " It is going in two directions "This in his book: "The book of imaginary
beings "

badiraguato
It is a municipality and city in the State of Sinaloa, Mexico, its name derives from the tarascan and means " 34 mountain
Brook;  It has lately become infamous for being supposedly preferred zone of drug traffickers.

chahuistle
It is the reference to some 40 calamity; we already fallen chahuistle ) and it is derived from the Nahuatl chahuiztli,
meaning to the harmful fungus that attacks the corn.

ciclopista
It is any road, track or trail exclusively dedicated to the transit of bicycles, in some countries referred to as bike paths
and other cycle paths.  The boulevards or bike paths are in use since the dawn of the 20th century and today many
countries have constructed or adapted lanes of roads for the exclusive circulation of bicycles.

cuquear
I understand that the word used in Tabasco for fuelling, lead is CUCAR not cuquear, including ease of pronunciation is
more acceptable " stop cucar " than " leaves of cuquear "

desahijar
Cut the shoots of plants and shrubs to grow the main with more healthiness.

diccionario de la real academia española
It is the relationship sorted alphabetically for all terms, words and expressions meant by the Royal Academy of the
language Spanish edited each certain time addenda corrections and verifications of the language we speak the
Spanish-speaking.  Remember that the motto of the Academy is: "It sets, polishes and gives splendor "

forever alone
It is a term in English that means forever only, speakers use it to express the State of a dead person, and then the
meaning acquires its real value, because there is, in effect, a term more precisely to express the loneliness of a
deceased.

garfil
According to the dictionary "Tatacha Fu " of the 34 work;Mexican Picardy " a. Jiménez ed.38 means: uniformed police.

guaperrimo
The term " guaperrimo " It is the superlative of the word handsome, and so the order would be: handsome, very
handsome, guaperrimo.

loroco



THE LOROCO IS A VERY FRAGRANT FLOWER THAT IS GIVEN IN GUATEMALA AND EL SALVADOR, THE
LOROCO IS PART TOURIST OF A DISH OF CHICKEN IN GUATEMALA, JUST "CHICKEN IN LOROCO " DON'T
KNOW IF IN OTHER PARTS OF AMERICA HAS SOME INGREDIENT TO REPLACE THE LOROCO...IT IS SIMPLY
DELICIOUS.

masia
It is also to the Manor House of any family, which in English is called manor.

multifacetico
In Mexico is called so the person who is suitable in several discipinas, which dominates several trades or have ability to
run a myriad of things.

multifacetico
A widely used synonym especially among people from the show is the versatile that applies precisely to the artists who
master several disciplines of art ( acting, singing, dancing etc.  )

munir
Munir, Arabic word is a proper name in Spanish is equivalent to Manuel.

rascabucheo
It is the Act of looking at someone with lust, in a program of three skates ( made in Cuba ) back in 1957 or 1958 used
that term somewhat forgotten already.

tamal
A remark which I consider to be important given the objective of this interesting page: suggest not including definitions
plagued with spelling mistakes as that sends the collaborator Luis Danilo Diaz neighbor ( writes ENBUELTO,
GARVANZO ) Please take into account that these collaborations the consult mchas people which can be confused with
so much ignorance.  Thank you.

teswino
I've heard the term " teguino " and I have vsito written in a few carts that in summer mainly sell a drink from fermented
corn sweetened with a little brown sugar and seasoned with lemon and salt.

valsequillo
It is also a region that lies to the North of the State of Puebla, where was built the dam of the same name which is the
more of that State of the Mexican Republic.

xochimilco
The name "Xochimilco " derives from the nahuatl, xochi 40 words; 41 flower; Mili ( place ) so the more correct translation
into the Spanish would be "Place of flowers "On the other hand Xochimilco is one of the 16 boroughs in which the
Federal District is divided and distinguished mainly by their famous "Chinampas " the recognition that it acquired in 1987
as "34 World heritage;


